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nomic thinkers with a select group of graduate students and recent college graduates planning to enter careers in economics. AIER was founded in the middle of the Great Depression by Col. Edward C. Harwood, a West Point graduate and self-taught economist. In a series of magazine articles in the late 1920s, he predicted the stock-market crash of 1929. The mag
e of the Depression impressed on him the need for an organization committed to lucid fact-based analysis of economic developments. He founded the Institute in 1933 in a spare office at MIT, where he was teaching military science. Much has changed since the dark days of the Great Depression. But AIER’s commitment has remained the same: To produce independ
earch that can help ordinary Americans lead better lives. AIER is committed to delivering fact-based, accessible economic research that is free of ideology and independent of outside influences. A non-profit organization, the Institute represents no fund, concentration of wealth, or any other special interest. Nor do we accept advertising. The bulk of our support com
m individuals through tax-deductible contributions and from sales of publications. It is supplemented by the earnings of our wholly owned investment advisory organization, American Investment Services. By remaining independent, we protect the credibility of our data-driven impartial research. In this increasingly difficult world of big government, global corpo
ns, and international organizations, individuals need a trusted source of information to understand their economic environment and make sound decisions. For nearly 80 years, the American Institute for Economic Research has strived to be that source. We are dedicated to educating the public and providing the average citizen with the useful information and stra
s they need to prosper in every economic environment. Since the end of World War II, AIER’s home has been an exquisite 100-acres campus in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts. The Cotswold-style manor house that was part of the original property was supplemented in 1962 by the E. C. Harwood Library, a 10,000-square-foot building that houses office space
ditorium and a 15,000-volume circulating library that is open to the public. These facilities allow AIER to sponsor a wide-array of activities in support of its mission. In addition to producing our core publications, Research Reports and Economic Bulletin, we host conferences, workshops, public lectures, and a summer educational program. Established in 1946,
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I am happy to report that AIER is on the move. It is
growing and vital, and we are hard at work building the
organization of the 21st century.
The world and U.S. economies face unprecedented
challenges. Through the technologies of the information
age, AIER is reaching out to guide a new generation of
Americans through the economic malaise. Our mission
is still as essential as ever—to provide individual citizens
with objective, unbiased research, education, and guidance that enables them to prosper in good times and bad.
This year, we have made enormous strides in advancing AIER’s prominence, influence, and growth.
This has been a year of investment for the Institute,
and investment is the bridge that links the past to the
future. It is the way to carry our traditional values and
mission to a new generation of Americans.
We have continued our recruiting efforts for top
economists, hiring another topflight economist in
Shelly X. Liang. We are supporting our research with
access to state-of-the-art databases and analysis software. We are re-engaging and expanding the number
of visiting fellows from leading universities. We are
presenting our findings at public lectures as well as
national and international economic conferences. And
we’re widely confronting misguided analysis of public
policy through articles and opinion pieces in the top
newspapers, magazines, websites, and radio and television shows. Respect for our work continues to spread.
Our new marketing director, Jon Sylbert, is harnessing this activity to direct individuals back to our
website. There, we can establish a more personal relationship with readers and offer direct guidance.
As we build our marketing program, we have begun
upgrading our technology infrastructure to support a
greater web presence, including web pages, apps, and
social media. Print media is waning, and electronic media continues surging forward. To reach the public, we
have to increase our digital presence, and we are investing heavily to do so.
Getting people to the website and other social media sites is only the first step. They have to find worthwhile, inviting, accessible content. Marcia Stamell, our
creative director, is restructuring and optimizing our
publications to work more effectively in a multimedia,
digital environment.
Declan Sheehy has joined us as director of development to focus on capturing public interest and website
traffic and on converting that attention into long-term
relationships and contributions.

Director of Research and Education

Steven R. Cunningham

Steven R. Cunningham
Director of research and education

Sincerely yours,

A key component of the AIER program is its wholly
owned subsidiary, American Investment Services (AIS).
Through AIS, we are able to manage individuals’ portfolios and offer direct advice on how to better manage
investments. We are working more closely than ever
with AIS, targeting AIER research to their needs, giving joint presentations, and developing outreach and
marketing programs.
Underlying all this is a solid financial foundation,
supported by the contributions of dedicated supporters
who believe in what we do.

Letter from Steven Cunningham
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Our Vision
In this increasingly difficult world of big government, global
corporations, and international organizations, individuals
need a trusted source of information. For nearly 80 years,
the American Institute for Economic Research has been that
source. We are dedicated to providing people with the analysis and strategies they need to prosper.
From left: David St. Peter, AIS portfolio operations manager; Zinnia Mukherjee, research
fellow; Samantha Woodson, librarian; Eric Taylor, graphic designer and web content
manager; Gail Roger, director of human resources; Shelly X. Liang, research fellow

Our Values
AIER delivers fact-based, accessible economic research that is
free of ideology and independent
of outside influences. As a nonprofit organization, the Institute
represents no fund, concentration
of wealth, or special interest. We
work for the public and to benefit
the private individual.
Research Analyst Julie Ni Zhu and Editor Sarah Todd
confer over the latest data.
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Our Story
AIER was founded in the middle of
the Great Depression by Col. Edward
C. Harwood, a West Point graduate
who went on to earn an MBA from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. In a
series of magazine articles in the late
1920s, he predicted the stock market
crash of 1929. The magnitude of the
Depression impressed upon him the
need for an organization committed
to accessible fact-based analysis of
the economy. He founded the Institute in 1933 in order to produce independent research that would help
ordinary Americans lead better lives.

Our Campus
Since the end of World War II, AIER’s home has been an
exquisite 100-acre campus in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts. The Stone House, the Institute’s original residence,
provides space for special events and accommodations for
staff and summer fellows. The E.C. Harwood Library, completed in 1962, is a 20,000-square-foot building that houses
office space, an auditorium, and a 25,000-volume circulating
library that is open to the public. These facilities allow AIER
to sponsor a wide array of activities in support of its mission.
Students and staff dine al fresco on the Stone House terrace.
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A Broadening Reach

In this age of around-the-clock news coverage and
an information-based economy, an increasing part of
AIER’s focus in 2011 has been to move beyond the circulation of its own publications. Our goal is to get substantially into the conversation about economic policy
that takes place in newspapers and on radio, television,
and the web. In 2011, we had great success.
Particularly encouraging was the
quality of the pubScarcely a day goes
lications that made
by without some
use of the Institute’s
AIER expert speakexpertise. The year
ing to the press
saw AIER’s research
about our innovahighlighted or cited
in 45 of the 100
tive research.
biggest newspapers.
These included seven of the top 10: The Boston Globe, The Dallas Morning
News, The New York Times, Newsday, USA Today, and
The Wall Street Journal.
In some publications, AIER research made significant repeat appearances. It was the central focus of articles or commentary in Barron’s four times during 2011.
Institute experts were quoted in the New York Times
Sunday business section three times.
In addition, every major news service and syndicate
used AIER’s research in 2011. These are the Associated
Press, Dow Jones News Service, McClatchy-Tribune
Information Services, New York Times News Service,
Reuters, and Scripps Howard News Service.
In the world of broadcast news, AIER’s experts
were able to reach millions. An AIER expert was interviewed on Fox Business News and the Kudlow
Report. Our researchers also were interviewed on
the Money Matters Financial Network, Business
Talk Radio Network, and on the Home & Family
Finance Show on Radio America, which airs on over
400 stations.
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We hit the airwaves on radio stations in all of the
top 10 metropolitan statistical areas, with the exception of Los Angeles. Our voices also were heard
in several of the top 35 MSAs. In all, AIER reached
listeners in Atlanta; Austin; Boston; Chicago; Dallas/
Fort Worth; Denver; Detroit; Houston; Kansas City;
Las Vegas; Miami; New York City; Orlando; Philadelphia; Phoenix; Pittsburgh; Portland; San Francisco;
San Jose; Seattle; St. Louis; Tampa/St. Petersburg; and
Washington, DC.
Perhaps our greatest media triumph in 2011 was
our growing presence on the web. Based on statistics
on the number of unique monthly visitors to various
websites, AIER’s findings and views were made available to 520 million online readers.
AIER twice was asked to contribute commentary
to the New York Times’ popular online forum, “Room
for Debate.” In one of the debates, an AIER researcher
“debated” the U.S. secretary of labor.
Other notable web appearances abound. AIER experts contributed three opinion columns on monetary
policy to Forbes.com, a popular financial website with
more than 8.8 million viewers each month. We were
mentioned in two online articles in Bloomberg BusinessWeek and were the subject of an online article in the
Wall Street Journal. The WSJ article went on to be translated and published in the newspaper’s Chinese edition.
We were quoted by AOL Money & Finance’s DailyFinance.com, CBS MoneyWatch, CNN Money
(twice), Dow Jones Newswire, MarketWatch (twice),
MSN Money, SmartMoney.com, TheStreet.com, and
Yahoo! Finance. An audio interview with an AIER expert was posted to TheStreet.com, a leading provider
of financial news, commentary, analysis, ratings, and
business and investment content with a monthly audience of 9,000,000.
The media drive continues. Scarcely a day goes by
without some AIER expert speaking to the press about
our innovative research.

A Visit from the General
Brigadier General Eric Peck was the featured speaker at the 2011 seminar for the Knight-Bagehot Fellows in Economics and Business Journalism. The Knight-Bagehot Fellows are mid-career journalists who are
selected to take an all-expenses-paid year off at a program sponsored by
Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism. A visit to AIER
has been part of their education since 2009. The 2011 class included
reporters from The Washington Post, Forbes, CNN, and American Public
Media’s Marketplace.
Gen. Peck is commander of Kansas State Army National Guard and of
the Great Plains Joint Training Center in Kansas. He also commanded the
first Kansas National Guard Agribusiness Development Team deployed to
Afghanistan. He currently oversees the training of National Guard units
engaged in development missions in Afghanistan as well as in Africa and
Eastern Europe.
His evening presentation at AIER about agribusiness development in
Afghanistan was part of two days of seminars conducted by Institute staffers
and contributors. The general also recounted the work of the Agribusiness
Development Team in a May issue of Research Reports, written in association with long-time AIER contributor Lynndee Kemmet, who co-manages
the ADT Project with Gen. Peck.
Brigadier General Eric Peck’s talk was a high point of the
2011 workshops for the Knight-Bagehot Fellows.

New Book: Seeing Together
In the philosophy of John Dewey, AIER founder Col. E. C. Harwood discovered an intellectual guide to the way he thought economic inquiry should be conducted. A new book published in 2011
offers a fresh take on the principles
that have guided AIER researchers
for decades.
Seeing Together: Mind, Matter, and
the Experimental Outlook of John Dewey and Arthur F. Bentley is written by
Frank X. Ryan. Frank is an associate
professor of philosophy at Kent State
University and teaches the methodolMind, Matter, and the Experimental Outlook
of John Dewey and Arthur F. Bentley
ogy course in our summer program.
By Frank X. Ryan
Although written for the general public, his engaging and easy-to-understand narrative will also serve as a text
for the course.
The transactional approach developed by Dewey and Bentley has been
critical to AIER’s evolution. Seeing Together shows how this down-to-earth
method came into being. It also covers
recent advances in math and economics that have pushed the transactional approach far beyond anything original AIER researchers could have
even imagined.

Seeing

Together

Finally, Frank’s interpretations
of Dewey’s core ideas show how
transactions help foster a more
open, engaged, and pluralistic society. Seeing Together serves AIER’s
mission to keep the public in the
know about the issues that have
shaped history and continue to inform policy today.

Math and economics have pushed the
transactional approach far beyond
anything original
AIER researchers
could have even
imagined.
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A New Chairman
Takes the Helm
October 21, 2011
Richard W. Brewer, the new chairman of the board of trustees, has worn
many hats over the course of his 15-year involvement with AIER. Before
he was elected to his current position last fall, he’d been a voting member,
a member and chairman of the standing committee, and a trustee. He had
also served as a director of American Investment Services, AIER’s wholly
owned investment subsidiary.
“AIER has a niche where they want to take economic subjects and make
them readable and understandable to common people,” he says. “There’s a
real concern about average AmeriRichard W. Brewer
cans who need to save money and
be responsible citizens—to give
them clear and unbiased research.”
Dick recently retired from
ProMutual Group after 11
years. Before that, he was president and CEO of Arabella Mutual Insurance Company, one
the hundred largest property
and casualty insurance companies in the U.S. Despite his
demanding career, he says that
over the years his association
with the Institute has brought
him much personal satisfaction.
He describes the AIER family
as “a very friendly and convivial
group of bright and concerned
people.” He also appreciates the
intellectual stimulation that involvement with the Institute
provides. “It was this connection
to AIER that put me in the presence of economics teachers and
professors like [late Columbia
professor] C. Lowell Harriss,” he
says. “To be associated with an
economics professor of his caliber
was most enriching.”
Looking forward, he says,
AIER’s goal will be to find a
wider audience with a diversity
that matches the variety of its research. Publications on subjects
from Social Security and personal finances to sound money and property
rights make AIER a highly relevant and practical voice. “The need for
AIER in our society has always been very important,” he says. “Now,
more so than ever.”
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Officers
& Trustees
AIER Officers:
Dr. Steven R. Cunningham,
acting president and director of
research and education
Mr. David C. Michaels,
chief financial officer
and comptroller
Mr. J. Eric Smith,
secretary to the corporation

AIER Board of
Directors/Trustees
Mr. Richard W. Brewer, chair
Mr. Richard M. Doncaster
Dr. Harold F. Dvorak
Mr. Ronald A. Gilmore
Mrs. Marjorie H. Greer
Mr. Frederick C. Harwood
Dr. Gerald LaMarsh
Mr. Peter A. Lee
Mr. Sidney Rose
Dr. William H. Southwick
Mr. Edward Philip Welker
Dr. John M. Wilson, Jr.,
trustee emeritus
Dr. William S. Peirce,
trustee emeritus

AIER Standing
Committee
Mr. Keith A. Hocter,
chair
Mr. Roy Bouffard
Mr. Andrew H. Davis, Jr.
Ms. Katherine H. Delay
Mr. Ronald A. Gilmore
(trustee)
Dr. Gerald LaMarsh
(trustee)
Ms. Phebe Jane Moore
Dr. Reed E. Phillips
Mr. Edward Philip Welker
(trustee)

Fresh Faces
AIER’s research team welcomed
four new members in 2011,
as the Institute set the stage to
reach a wider and more diverse
audience. In concert with this,
a full-time fundraiser joined the
staff as director of development
and outreach.

Shelly X. Liang
research fellow
Shelly X. Liang accepted a position at AIER in November and
arrived just after the holidays.
Her specialties are in labor economics, applied econometrics,
and financial markets. Previously,
she held faculty positions in Texas Christian University and the
University of Texas at Arlington
and worked as an economist for
the Virginia government. She received her MS in applied statistics and PhD in economics from
Syracuse University.

Zinnia Mukherjee
research fellow
Zinnia Mukherjee has been at
New staff are helping expand the Institute’s mission. From left: Shelly X. Liang, research fellow; Declan Sheehy, director of
research and development; Sarah Todd, editor; Julie Ni Zhu, research analyst; and Zinnia Mukherjee, research fellow.
AIER since August. She holds
a PhD in economics from the
Sarah Todd editor
University of Connecticut. Her primary interests are
applied microeconomics and public economics and
Sarah Todd joined the full-time staff in September, having
public policy. A former visiting assistant professor at
interned at AIER for the previous two summers. She works
Connecticut College, she continues teaching there as a
on all research publications and has written several articles.
part-time faculty member.
A former associate editor with Tricycle magazine, Sarah
Declan Sheehy
graduated from Pomona College in 2005 and received her
director of development and outreach
MA in English from the University of Oregon last spring.
This year, AIER created the position of director of development and outreach to improve the fundraising capacity that will help the Institute expand its mission. Declan Sheehy took this job in October. Declan received
his diploma and advanced diploma in communications
from the Dublin Institute of Technology and holds a
certificate in marketing from the Marketing Institute of
Ireland. His most recent position was as a financial services professional at New York Life Securities.

Julie Ni Zhu research analyst
Julie Ni Zhu started as an intern in February and was
hired as a research analyst in April. She is a 2010 graduate of Mount Holyoke College, where she was a double
major in economics and statistics. She writes, maintains
databases, creates graphs, and provides research support
for senior staff. Last fall, she received a NABE Foundation scholarship to attend a conference for AIER.
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The Summer Fellowship Program:
A Commitment to Future Generations
Since 1946, AIER’s Summer Fellowship Program has
been a pillar of the organization’s mission to inform and
educate the public. The program is designed for graduating college seniors who plan to enter doctoral studies in economics or an affiliated field and for students
enrolled in such programs for no longer than two years.
The summer program provides training and financial
support to talented students. Over the course of two twoweek sessions, student fellows come together with advanced students, guest speakers, staff members, and distinguished scholars. They explore economic, social, and
monetary issues. Last summer, the Institute hosted 12
new students and six returning students drawn from eight
different countries, along with nine visiting scholars.
Student fellows Chenxi Cai and Wisley Douyon take a break on AIER’s campus.

2011 Highlights
3 core courses
in methodology,
sound money,
and property rights
19 lectures by researchers
and guest speakers
7 seminars led by
returning student fellows
2 public events
Students representing
8 different nationalities
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AIER believes it is vital for energetic, innovative,
and sharp minds to be exposed to a variety of questions
derived from real-world research. The program introduces the next generation of educators and opinionmakers to the nonpartisan, scientific methods that are
the trademark of the organization. Intensive seminars
on sound money, methodology, and property rights reflect the Institute’s core values.
Admission is based on academic achievement, interest in current economic problems, plans for future
study, and potential for success. AIER is particularly
interested in students who aspire to teaching or other
careers where they will have an impact on popular economic understanding.

Sponsorship
Opportunities

Students listen attentively at a lecture.

Each summer, the fellowship program gives students the chance to apply
AIER’s brand of unbiased, scientific research to contemporary economic
questions. Working alongside renowned professors as well as AIER’s accomplished staff, student fellows receive a comprehensive education and
develop important professional relationships. These opportunities help pave
the way to success in academia and beyond.
In addition to three rigorous seminars, the program provides young
scholars with presentations by lecturers, guest speakers, staff, and advanced
doctoral students.
While in residence, student fellows receive room and board as well as a
$500 stipend. Students who successfully complete the program are invited
to apply for an in-absentia award for an accredited graduate degree program
for the following academic year. In recent years, awards have averaged about
$2,500 per student.
AIER depends almost exclusively on continued support from individual donors who understand the importance of the Institute’s independent economic perspective. AIER is beginning to fundraise for the next
year, accepting both general contributions and sponsorships for students,
scholars, seminars, and presentations. If you are interested in making a gift,
please contact Director of Development and Outreach Declan Sheehy at
declan.sheehy@aier.org or at (888) 528-1216, ext. 3153.
Returning student fellows for 2011 included Zachary Gochenour, Olga Bespalova, and Viviana Ehrenzeller.
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New Ways to Support the Mission
AIER has decided to expand its
reach by providing content electronically and free of charge on
the web. While this constitutes
a change in practice, it also represents a continuum. From its
beginnings in the middle of the
Great Depression, the Institute
has been committed to providing ordinary citizens easy access
to topflight economic information. In the 21st century, fulfilling this mission increasingly
means posting free information
on the Internet.
Print copies are still available to
current subscribers. AIER economists remain focused on their
traditional charge to conduct independent, unbiased research that
individuals can understand and
use. But in late 2011, the Institute, which is a tax-exempt 501
(c) (3) charity, changed the way it
raised money. For years, AIER was
a small organization supported by
membership fees, book sales, and
donations from private individuals. The shift to an all-donation
organization that accepts larger
contributions will allow us to raise
more money, increase our readership, and develop a wider base
of support.
Our new tiered-giving schedule is listed at right. Adopting this
annual model for tiered-giving
donations does not mean that we
have abandoned other ways people may support our work, such
as the planned giving program.
Rather, it represents an enhanced
avenue through which our generous donors can support the Institute’s ongoing work by donating
every year.
For more information, call
Declan Sheehy, director of development and outreach, at
(888) 528-1216 ext. 3153, or
email declan.sheehy@aier.org.
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Reader Circle - $50+
Members of the Reader Circle receive digital editions of our flagship publications—Research Reports, Economic Bulletins, and our proprietary Business-Cycle
Conditions—as soon as they are published; a monthly e-newsletter; access to
the E.C. Harwood Library, with archives dating back to 1933; and unlimited
digital copies of our full-length publications.

Research Circle - $100+
All of the above plus print editions of our flagship publications sent via USPS.

Scholar Circle - $500+
In addition to the above benefits, the Scholar Circle entitles supporters to unlimited access to printed material and publications and to special invitations to
AIER conferences and events.

Executive Circle - $1,000+
Executive Circle supporters receive an invitation to the AIER annual meeting,
an AIER appointment diary, and a complimentary subscription to American
Investment Services’ Investment Guide.

Chairperson Circle - $5,000+
Among the additional benefits available to members of the Chairperson
Circle are a detailed portfolio analysis by AIS and a special mention in our
Annual Report.

Founder Circle - $10,000+
Members of the Founder Circle receive all of the above plus access to a
quarterly AIER Business-Cycle Conditions webcast.

Harwood Circle - $25,000+
Members of our highest tier of individual supporters receive all benefits of the
preceding levels in addition to the use of the Stone House for private meetings
and events and exclusive invitations to hear AIER guest speakers. Access to the
quarterly AIER Business-Cycle Conditions webcast includes a question-andanswer session with the lead economist.

Corporate Circle - $50,000+
In addition to the benefits available to individual supporters, Corporate Circle
donors can underwrite specific projects and disseminate our economic research
in both print and digital forms to their employees.

Our Generous Donors
The following individuals and businesses gave $50 or more in 2011.
Robert A. Adams
Edward Adolph
Mercedes M. Agogino
Kambiz M. Ahy
Alexander E. Aidee
John J. Alachnowicz
James Albright
William D. Albro
Lois H. Allen
Ernest Alton
Robert A. Anderson
Thornton Anderson
Gary Anderson
Jack C. Anderson
Norman Andrews
Sarah L. Annable
Richard V. Annable
Della M. Apodaca
Robert A. Aquadro
M. E. Armstrong
Terrell Arnold
Arthur W. Aubin
Gary L. Audiss
R. A. Avner
Charles Bacon
John B. Bailey

Daniel Baker
Pervis J. Ballew
Ralph Balzac
Laszlo L. Ban
Leo F. Baranowski
Edward Barker
John Barry
Robert J. Bartruff
Bradley Bates
John P. Battiste
Jo Ann E. Beaulieu
Olga Bespalova
Frederick E. Betz
John Bingham
D. G. Binns
James P. Bishop
John Blackett
George Blankenbeckler
Warren A. Blittersdorf
Carl E. Block
Robert L. Body
Karin Bonding
Kermit J. Boothroyd
Roy E. Bouffard
William Bowden
James W. Bowler

Chris M. Boxell
Mary A. Boyd
William S. Brandner
W. H. Brandt
Gordon Brauchla
George J. Breckenridge
J. C. Breeding
Richard L. Brennan
Richard W. Brewer
Walter Brewer
Bruce A. Bristow
Clarence S. Bromberek
Timothy Brown
Richard G. Brown
Wallace G. Brownson
Jerry Bruck
Wilfred B. Bryan
Joseph Bull
Bruce Bunch
Roger Bunn
Price B. Burgess
Gerald K. Burns
Skip Bushell
Douglas H. Buswell
Ronald Butzu
Dave E. Camp

Harold F. Campbell
Thomas E. Campbell
Nino Cappelletti
Bart Caprario
Clergie Carlton
Randolph C. Carr
Richard A. Carroll
William C. Carson
Watt M. Casey
Joe Casteel
C. E. Champion
Chuan Chang
John Cheney
John C. Chinn
Frank J. Chut
Robert F. Cipolle
Donald W. Cissel
Willie P. Clark
Cameron S. Clark
A. A. Clayton
John H. Clifford
Charles J. Cobbett
Gerard H. Cohen
Philip Cohen
Robert M. Collins
Joseph M. Colonell

Edward Coman
Osmond Conrad
Gail Conway
Eugene Conway
F. Dean Copeland
George E. Cort
Kenyon M. Craig
Clifford L. Craig
Michael Crane
Kent Crawford
Joseph H. Creegan
Joseph V. Cristiano
Don Crookston
Charlotte C. Crosby
John H. Cross
Vernon L. Crow
E. Culhane
James R. Cumberpatch
Edward Cummings
Marion Cummins
Steven Cunningham
Ronald V. Curtis
Wayne C. Dabb
Jerome G. Dailey
David Darab
Don Gordon Davis

Collaboration is one of the key elements of AIER’s research. Foreground, from left: Research Fellows Polina Vlasenko and Shelly X. Liang and Graphic Designer Eric Taylor.
Background: Research Fellow Zinnia Mukherjee, Creative Director Marcia Stamell, and Research Analyst Julie Ni Zhu.
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Melvin R. Davis
Rex M. Davis
Joseph J. De Bartolo
Gary De Boise
H. C. Dearnley
Carla Dehmlow
Katy Delay
Bill Descher
Eugene Dines
Michael J. Dixon
James E. Dixon
Neil Dodson
William T. Doherty
Edward E. Donaldson
Richard M. Doncaster
John Doty
Dan P. Dougherty
Dave & Julie Dougherty
Charles Drakoulakos
Robert C. Draper
Eric M. Dreyfuss
Regina A. Driscoll
R. Gerard Du Bois
Joaquin Duenas
Joel Dumont

Freeman Dunn
Fred L. Dunn
Ernest R. Duvall
Harold F. Dvorak
Robert H. Dwyer
Jan F. Dyke
Thomas J. Earley
John W. Earley
David Earnest
Betty J. Easton
Gary Eckhardt
Randall A. Edwards
Alfred Elder
Ann J. Engle
Thomas F. Estes
Robert W. Fabian
Robert Fast
Richard J. Fay
Larry M. Feather
Cecil R. Fenoglio
Diane E. Flieger
James Flood
Paul Flowers
George P. Foley
Cliff Foley

Robert B. Folsom
William F. Ford
Tom Ford
E. A. Foreman
John Forgos
W. Blake Foster
Penelope S. Fownes
Richard W. Fox
Kelly Fox
Donald M. Frank
Douglas C. Franke
Lawrence Frierson
John E. Frost
W. H. Furge
Duane B. Gainsburg
Stephen Gainsley
Harold Gambill
John C. Gambrill
John Garabedian
Willard Garrett
David Garvin
William R. Gaston
Joan C. Gates
L. R. Gaus
John J. Gereg

Houghton Gifford
Houghton Gifford, MD
Jeffrey D. Gilbert
Robert E. Gillmor
Thomas Gilroy
Shola Giwa
Ralph Gladfelter
David A. Glynn
Earl F. Godfrey
Gary T. Goodrich
Bruce Gore
Martin Grady
Pollyann M. Grady
Carl F. Graesser
Louis B. Gratzer
Robert Graves
Fred Greenland
Michael Greer
James &Marjorie Greer
Mary E. Greer
James E. Greer
Richard Griot
Carl Groepler
Geoffrey J. Grosguth
David D. Grove

A Breadth of Knowledge
Director of Human Resources Gail Roger joined AIER after her first year in college. She
is one of the few remaining members of the staff who worked with the Institute founder,
Col. E.C. Harwood.
“He was a military man, and he ran a tight ship, but he allowed
Gail Roger
people to try new things and showed his appreciation for them,”
she says. She recalls him as a leader who maintained a forwardlooking vision for the Institute. “In a different way, we’re reaching
out now.”
Gail worked first in the research department and then in computer programming. Later, she became part of the finance department, eventually becoming comptroller. In 2007, she took on her
current position after receiving her professional certification in human resources.
“I’ve spent my career here learning, being exposed to all facets,
from AIS investment services to our own economic information,”
says Gail. “We’re an educational organization, and we provide so
much.”
Gail has made her work supporting AIER’s mission into a family affair. She brought her sister Laurie Pshenishny, now assistant
comptroller, on board a little over 15 years ago.
Her breadth and depth of knowledge about AIER makes her a
natural fit for Human Resources. “It’s helped me to understand the
needs of other departments,” she says. Today, she’s working to increase the in-house staff and
help AIER form partnerships with other economic experts.
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Jack W. Guignard
Daniel D. Gurath
J. P. Haberichter
John A. Hachen
John T. Hagy
John Hall
William H. Hall
Richard A. Hall
Harry E. Halstead
Richard A. Hampton
Dennis Hanink
Montagu Hankin
Albert Hanna
Warren K. Hanscom
Cornelia Hansen
Gregg Hanson
Michael J. Harbers
John A. Hardy
Robert L. Harris
D. E. Harrop
James Hart
Martin Hartkopf
Leonard E. Hartman
John E. Hartman
George Hartman
Victor M. Hartung
William E. Harvey
W. Scott Harwood
Douglas L. Harwood
Kirk & Debbie Harwood
Bert G. Hassler
E. Robert Hautzenroeder
Howard M. Head
Raymond Heelan
Ira Heller
Walter P. Hempfling
Leslie L. Henriksen
David Hensley
Howard W. Herron
Ronald M. Heymann
Sam Hibbard
Robert A. Higgins
Edward D. Hill
W. R. Hintzman
Robert C. Hoag
Keith Hocter
Seth Hoffman
James T. Hohmann
Thomas W. Holcombe
Timothy A. Holst
Edward Hostetler
Kenneth M. Howard
Ronald V. Howes
William R. Hudson
Ian O. Huebsch

Eugene Hufford
John Hunter
Stephen M. Hurley
Lawrence Hurvitz
Steve Hussell
Joe Hutchins
Joseph Ippolito
Lawrence R. Irish
Patrick Jackson
Mokarram Jafri
R. Johnson
Don & Faye Johnson
Karen C. Johnson
Marc Johnson
Donn A. Johnson
Solomon T. Johnson
Conrad H. Jones
Richard H. Jordan
Robert L. Jungas
M. Jean Kamper
Lyle Kasprick
Mary Kates
William J. Kay
Daryl A. Kearns
Kathy Kehoe
John A. Kelley
William K. Kellogg
Alfred R. Kennedy
Jack D. Kerstetter
Jim Kinsey
Edward J. Kleczynski
Frank Kleminski
Russell Knetzger
Douglas Knisely
Don R. Koch
Stanley H. Konefal
Walter Korntheuer
Harry Kotecki
Ivan Kristoffy
Dimitrios K. Kritikos
Michael Krizman
James Kuczma
John Kuelbs
A. Lafetra
Helen L. Laird
Gerald Lamarsh
Kenneth Lamontagne
Roderic C. Lancey
Bruno Larsen
W. Phil
Laudenschlager
George Lauder
Gary W. Lee
James Leeds
Robert Lefebvre

William E. Lehr
Col. Henry A. Leighton
Elizabeth Leland
Mark Leonard
David A. Levene
Bill Lewis
John J. Leyden
David Linde
Phil Lindenmeyer
Thomas G. Linxweiler
Mark Littman
D. P. Litzenberger
Chris M. Lloyd
David M. Long
Gerald M. Long
Mary Long
James C. Lordeman
Don Lorenzen
Charles W. Loufek
Donald A. Lovis
David P. Lukcic
Arthur Lundeberg
John R. Luton
Mark Lytle
John R. Mac Lennan
John & Glykeria
Madden
August G. Manza
D. A. Margeson
Bob Marschner
John S. Marsh
T. Scott Martin
Edward S. Martin
Michael Martin
Douglas G. Martz
Neil Master
Don Mathews
Murray A. McAndrew
George McCan
D. E. McClanahan
D L McCreary
Wilda Jean McCrossin
Patrick McDaid
Richard W. McFalls
Wilma McKenzie
Madeline McWhinney
Dale
Leon J. McCullough
Robert K. McDonald
Daniel B. McDuffie
Frank McGrath
John K. McGuirt
David McMeans
Wilson D. Mcnary
Allen G. Meek

Louis T. Mellinger
Alvin Menninga
Michael Metza
James Metzger
T. N. Meyer

Karl R. Meyers
David C. Michaels
David E. Middleton
Roman B. Miller
Michael D. Miller

Laverne Miller
Wallace V. Mills
Richard Minck
John V. Minges
Royce J. Mitchell

One of the Best Jobs
Bruce Gore knows AIER inside and out, from its intricate heating
system to its sprawling grounds. He ought to. The facilities manager started working for the Institute 39 years ago.
Bruce worked at AIER from 1973 to 1996, then rejoined the organization in 2005. He sees his role as a kind of steward. By keeping
the property running smoothly—from regular maintenance and repairs to converting the former mail room into a gym for employees
and visitors—Bruce ensures that staff can get down to business.
“I think I might have one of the
best jobs in the world,” he says.
One of the most enjoyable
It’s nice to have a
parts of Bruce’s job is working
better feel for what’s
with AIER’s researchers, summer student fellows, and visitors.
happening.
“I’ve met people from India,
Pakistan, China, Bangladesh,
Burma, Europe, Norway, France, Russia, England, South America,
and Africa,” Bruce says. “That’s one of the neatest things.”
The Institute—much like its property—is experiencing a revitalization, he adds, while staying true to its origins. “We’re talking
about issues that were important when the Institute was founded,”
he says, “nuts and bolts and serious economic issues that are timely
and applicable.” As a building contractor, Bruce is particularly interested in AIER’s coverage of the housing crisis: “It’s nice to have a
better feel for what’s happening when you watch the news or read
the paper—a behind-the-scenes view.”
AIER’s vigor, he says, is on display in the discussions that take
place daily around the lunch table. “We talk about current conversations in the media and in-depth economics,” Bruce says. “It’s fun
to be a part of it.”
Bruce Gore
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In Memoriam
Edward H. Adolph 1937-2011
Edward H. Adolph

Edward H. Adolph, chair of AIER’s board of trustees, passed away August 27. A dedicated
supporter of AIER, Ed joined the voting members in 1997. He served as a member and
chair of the standing committee before he was appointed to the board in 2005. Ed held the
position of board chair from 2006 until the week before his death.
A familiar face to staff, summer students, and visiting research fellows alike, Ed was a
consistent presence at Friday staff lunches and annual picnics. His abiding interest in free
market economics made him a highly active member of the Institute. His activities ranged
from attending such events as the 2008 conference on local currencies to sponsoring a
2007 lecture on property rights and eminent domain. Through his leadership and generous philanthropy, Ed advocated for the value of bringing independent, forward-looking,
economic research to the public.
Ed graduated from Yale University in 1959 with a bachelor of science in industrial
administration. Over the course of a long career, he worked for the U.S. Army Security
Agency and as a computer programmer for Reader’s Digest. In 1978, Ed’s passion for all
things vintage led him to open British Country Antiques in Woodbury, Conn. He worked
there until his retirement in 2000, when he relocated to the Berkshires.
He will be greatly missed.

William M. Moe
Robert E. Monahan
Jack E. Monett
Don Montgomery
Wendell Moore
Andrew M. Moore
P. J. Morehouse
John M. Morrison
Charles Morse
William S. Moyer
Michael Mueller
Robert B. Munro
Dewey J. Munson
Richard M. Murdock
Donald W. Myers
Howard L. Naslund
Eric Nelson
V. Newton
Bobo Nge
Albert F. Nibbe
George G. Nimick
Frank G. & Sue S.
Nisenfeld
Norman E. Nitschke
Monta J. Nixon
William D. North
Robert Nutting
John R. O’Connell
Wallace C. Odell
Vincent P. Ogurek
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Mark A. Oliphant
Robert N. Olsen
Silvio Joseph Onesti
Jack R. Orben
Charles Ortmann
Alan R. Ostendorp
W. Osteroff
Dave Palentchar
Michael & Paula
Palmer
Donald Palmer
Victor Pappas
Manish Parikh
Lee W. Parke
Darrell D. Parker
Kevin Parker
Joseph A. Parks
Rex Q. Pass
Bob Patchett
John T. Patrou
Gary Patterson
Billy M. Paul
Michael D. Pawson
Robert Pederson
S. C. Peterson
Artis A. Petrich
Sally Pezza
Martin D. Phelan
Reed E. Phillips
Ronnie J. Phillips

Lloyd Pickell
M. W. Pierce
Richard L. Pierce
John Pighi
John D. Plowright
George H. Plude
Thomas Pokorny
John Portwood
Don N. Powell
Alexander Power
Janice F. Preston
Laurie Pshenishny
Joann Putnam
Gregory Pyatigorsky
William J. Quinn
Gary Quinton
Michael Radov
George Rauch
Mark Rauch
Dewey Ravenscroft
Roberta E. Reed
Ted R. Restko
Robert Rhein
David Rice
Arthur P. Rich
Bernard Riggers
Albert S. Riggs
Harland Riker
Christopher J. Ritz
Donald R. Roberts

Richard D. Roberts
Allan A. Robertson
Stephen Robinson
Clayton S. Robinson
George A. Roche
Gail Roger
Thomas L. Rogers
Lucy H. Rogge
Bruce Rogove
L. F. Rolsen
John Roorda
Gregory C. Ross
Donald A. Ruel
Robert H. Rumpf
William H. Rupley
Everett J. Ryan
James M. Sadowski
Paul Salerno
Robert Sanborn
Lincoln R. Sander
David G. Santry
Libadi Sanusi
Glen Sanzenbacher
Paul E. Sarnoff
Patricia J. Sawvel
James F. Scanlon
Frank R. Schadock
Richard T. Schalz
M. A. Schermerhorn
Ronald G. Schmidt

W. J. Schmitt
Jon W. Schonblom
Mark Schroeder
Harry Schumacher
Mary Schwaiger
Joseph W. Schwaiger
Delbert Scott
Eugene B. Scroggins
Herbert A. Seaman
Evelyn Sears
James M. Seeright
Mary Barbara Sestina
Charles K. Sestok
Tom Shaffner
Ed Shanks
Jack W. Sharer
Eddie J. Sharpe
Karima Shaver
Gail Shaw
Declan Sheehy
Earl A. Shepard
Jagdish N. Sheth
Gary K. Shimabukuro
Jean A. Shipman
Ronald Shivley
Daniel R. Shoop
Alvin Silvey
Ralph Simmons
Howard Simon
Leonard Simonson

James E. Sinclair
John Skar
Harry Smith
J. Eric Smith
S. Clarke Smith
Mitchell Smith
Donald E. Smolinski
Stephen J. Snap
John Sokol
Alan Sons
Frank Sorrel
Andrew J. Soter
William H. Southwick
Edward W. Spurr
David St. Peter
Robert H. Stackpole
Anthony F. Starace
John J. Starr
James A. Stauffer
Paul M. Steele
Dimitri R. Stein
Richard W. Steiner
Klaus Steiner
James Stenderup
James T. Stento
Charles L. Stimpson
Stanley Stone
C. Streitwieser
E. H. Strobel
Jacob Struck
Alex Sturzebecher
Peter G. Sulzer
Virginia M. Sutton
Charles L. Swarts
Harold I. Sweet
Jon Sylbert
M. Tarrant
Robert E. Taylor
Okey E. Taylor
Gilbert Terlicher
D. Thomas
William Thompson
Donald R. Thompson
Don L. Thompson
Kenneth L. Thompson
Richard Tinch
Carl Tippenreiter
Walker Todd
Tom Tolman
Daniel A. Vaccaro
Richard C. Valentine
James D. Van Sickle
Don G. Vandegriff
Jean Vincent
Percy Vinet

Olaf Virro
Polina Vlasenko
Mack Waggaman
Robert Wajszczuk
Robert L. Walker
James T. Walker
James Walsh
Susanna Walters
H. Walton
E. Jean Ward
Stephen J. Warner
Mark G. Washechek
Faith P. Waters
G. Hunt Weber
Thomas E. Weidenkopf
Edward P. Welker
Frank E. Wellersdieck
John Westendorf
Keith Westmoreland
James M. Whaley
Ronald L. Whitehead
James L. Whitely
Charles E. Whiteman
Gary A. Whitney
Harold K. Wiebusch
Dicky Wieland
John R. Wilkinson

Stan Williams
Bob Willis
John M. Wilson
Charles E. Winn
John M. Winters
John Winthrop
James F. Witten
Darlene Wood
Ethel D. Woodall
Charles G. Woram
Edwin Wortham
Marilyn Wright
J. V. Wright
Carl H. Wurzer
Art Wynkoop
James A. Yannes
N. Yiannias
Wallace E. York
Charlotte Zahn
Charles Zeigler
Julie Zhu
James P. Zubulake
Arthur J. Bonnel,
Bonnel Inc.
Robert E.
Bye,By N By Farm

D. Ewart
Representatives LLC
Don Campbell, Capital
Tool Inc.
Marcus Contardogroup, North Coast
Pathology Medical
Group
Andrew H. Davis,
The Owen Building
Willard L. Elledge,
Wolf Gap Vineyard
Maureen Foulke,
The Foulke
Foundation
The Foundation
Fighting Blindness
Inc.
Frog Publications
Steve Huggins,
Pretzels Inc.
Paul Isaac,
75 Prospect Ave
Peter R. Kemmerer,
Mesaverde Inc.
Alex Macmurdo,
Secant LLC

Timothy Meehan,
Aakop LLC
Richard Nichols,
Niles Laundry Co.
Orcas Bay Foundation
Mike Redden,
Aim Supply Co.
S. M. Holdings, Inc.
Sid Rose,
Rose Displays Inc.
Irv Tolles,
Real Data
Corporation
Trimac Panel Products
R. S. Tucker,
Tucker Group
Vanguard Charitable
Endowment Program
In addition to the
above, 536 other
people made financial
donations of less
than $50.

Drawn by the Research
John Skar

John Skar learned of AIER last September when he met Seth
Hoffman, vice president of AIS, on the tennis courts. “I went
home that day and found the website and got excited because it
was right up my alley,” he says. The retired life insurance actuary
from Wilbraham, Mass., explains that he was drawn to AIER’s research on currency and gold—and to its long-term commitment
to unbiased research.
At the annual meeting in October, John had the chance to mingle with staff and voting members. A speech by Dr. Robert L. Hetzel of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond also struck a chord. “I
was very impressed with the people, and with their overall level of
knowledge and enthusiasm,” he says. “I think it was very important
in reinforcing my interest in getting involved.”
Since retiring in 2007 from his position as senior vice president
at MassMutual Financial Group, John has devoted more time to
his lifelong interest in economics. A math and economics double
major in college, John spent a year studying economics at Harvard
before beginning his career. AIER has proven to be an ideal resource for him.
After the October meeting, John decided to make a donation. “I’ve always given a significant amount of money to some similar organizations,” he says. “Now, I consider AIER
one of my primary non-profits.”
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2011 Lectures
Draw the Public

NYC Appearances
Extend Outreach

Each summer, AIER opens its doors to the public with
free lectures on contemporary economic ideas. Notable
guest speakers help fulfill the Institute’s mission of educating individuals by offering analyses of issues that are
shaping the economic and financial landscape.
Early in the summer, dozens of people from the
local community attended Dr. Dominick Salvatore’s
discussion of how the financial crisis impacted growth
and exchange rates in the 20 major world economies.
Dr. Salvatore is the director of graduate studies in economics at Fordham University and the author of the
world’s leading textbook on international economics,
Theory and Problems of Microeconomics.
Later, AIER and its investment advisory, American
Investment Services, hosted “Bullion and Beyond,” a
panel about the options available to gold investors. Gold
has long been a flagship interest of the Institute. Nearly
50 people came to hear the expertise of a range of leaders
on the subject. The panelists were James Turk, the chairman of GoldMoney; Dave Nadig, the head of research
at Index Publications LLC; Robert Miller, the managing director of the investment bank Miller-Mathis; and
William Mulligan, the director of Griffen Mining.

Steven Cunningham, acting president and director of
research and education, made two appearances in New
York City in 2011. The first was on a panel sponsored
jointly by Consumer Reports and the Columbia University’s Knight-Bagehot Fellowship for Economics and
Business Journalism. The discussion, “A Tale of Two
Recessions,” focused on whether the American economy had recovered from the most recent recession.
Gerri Willis, an anchor at FOX Business Network,
moderated the event. Joining Steven on the panel were
Raymond D. Horton, a professor at Columbia Business School, and Ed Farrell, the director at Consumer
Reports National Survey Research Center.
In September, Steven was a panelist at a New York
Society of CPAs briefing on the current state of the
New York and national economies. The panel was
moderated by Robert Lane Greene, a business correspondent for The Economist. The panelists included
Joseph Tracy, the executive vice president at the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York; James Andrew Orr, the assistant vice president at the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York; and Stanley Goldstein, the founder of The
New York Hedge Fund Roundtable.

Regular meetings keep staffers at AIER and AIS up to date. Here, Chief Financial Officer David Michaels goes over some hard numbers.
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2011
Statement of Financial Position
Condensed Consolidated
Statement of Financial Position
‘December 31, 2011 (dollars in thousands)
Assets
Cash and investments
Receivables
Inventory
Property and equipment
Investments held under split interest agreements
Other assets
Total Assets

2011
$9,329
455
66
3,066
144,198
56
157,170

2010
$10,289
381
105
3,182
141,364
51
155,372

2011
396
272
83,926
84,594

2010
443
388
83,325
84,156

Liabilities and Net Assetes
Liabilities
Accounts Payable and accrued expenses
Deferred Income
Liabilities under charitable trusts
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Undesignated
Designated
Assets held under split interest agreements
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

5,825
7,066
6,478
6,111
60,273
58,039
72,576
71,216
$157,170 $155,372

Condensed Consolidated
Statement of Activities
Year Ended December 31, 2011 (dollars in thousands)
Revenues, Gains, and Other Support
Operating Revenue
Contributions, grants, and bequests
Investment income
Change in the value of split interest agreements
Total Revenues, Gains, and Other Support

2011
$2,265
1,692
356
2,003
6,316

2010
$2,363
579
1,203
3,449
7,594

Expenses and Losses
Operating expenses
Management and general
Total Expenses and Losses

4,528
428
4,956

4,869
419
5,288

Change in Net Assets

1,360

2,306

71,216
$72,576

68,910
$71,216

Net Assets, Beginning of Year
Net Assets, End of Year

During 2011, AIER began a transition from direct mail marketing
to a new donation-based outreach
program. The program is designed
to attract new readers by expanding and improving our web presence, creating a larger media presence, and re-building our brand.
To do this, we need to improve
donation and retention levels. We
made significant progress during
2011. AIER invested in people,
systems, and web technology. We
began re-building member relationships and fundraising efforts
and ramped up our outreach initiatives. The preliminary results
and feedback from members are
very positive. We are excited about
AIER’s future.
Consolidated net assets, the
most important indicator of our
financial strength and our ability
to carry out our mission, remain
strong. Net assets increased by
$1.4 million (2 percent) to $72.6
million. Total consolidated revenue was down $1.3 million, but
still strong at $6.3 million. The
largest components of revenue
were $2.4 million of net investment gains, $1.7 million from
donations, and $1.7 million from
investment management fees.
AIER’s financial statements
were audited by Bollam, Sheedy,
& Torani. There were no risk findings for the year ended December
31, 2011.

David Michaels
Chief Financial Officer
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Investment Advice with a Mission
The American Institute for Economic Research is
unique among economic think tanks. Unlike policyoriented institutions, AIER speaks directly to the needs
of ordinary citizens.
AIER’s ownership of American Investment Services,
Inc., an SEC Registered Investment Adviser, serves the Institute’s mission by providing individuals and institutions
with low-cost information
and advice based on objective, empirical review
of capital market data beginning as early as 1926.
American Investment Services, Inc.

AIS is a different kind of money manager. Unlike
Wall Street firms, we are owned by an educational institution. While others tout short-term results and push expensive products, we offer advice designed to meet each
client’s needs and sensitivity toward risk. As fiduciaries,
we work exclusively in the best interests of our clients.
We currently manage $530 million on behalf of
310 clients, the highest levels attained since our founding in 1978. Our clients are focused on those factors
within their control: cost, discipline, and diversification. Their faith in our approach has been rewarded.
Visit us online at www.americaninvestment.com.

AIS Staff
John L. Barry, ChFC
president, CEO
Seth L. Hoffman
vice president, CCO
Charles D. Murphy
vice president, CFO

Board of
Directors
Bobo Nge
senior analyst
David F. St. Peter,
CFA, port. ops. mgr
Matthew J. Svirida
vice president, COO

Mackenzie W.
Waggaman
vice president
Christine M. Weaver
port. admin., sales asst

Gregory van Kipnis
chair
Frederick C. Harwood
Gerald E. Sohan, PhD.
Neil D. Holden, DBA

Among the big changes in 2011 is a closer working relationship between AIER and AIS. Here, AIER’s Director of Research Steven Cunningham and AIS President
John Barry discuss recent economic trends.
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Performance History for AIER’s Charitable Remainder Unitrust Program*
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* Combined accounts for one of AIER’s popular planned giving programs. Results do not reflect the deduction of transaction and investment management
fees, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. The results portrayed reflect total return and the reinvestment
of dividends and capital gains. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss. Changes in investment strategies, contributions and/or withdrawals may materially alter the performance, strategy and results of your portfolio. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can
be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable for a client’s investment portfolio. Past performance may not be indicative of future results.
Therefore, no client should assume that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy or product used by the advisor will be profitable or equal to past performance. The results shown are not necessarily the results for other investment accounts managed by AIS over the same periods since
accounts reflect a variety of allocations among asset classes depending on the investment objectives, financial needs and risk tolerance of the account holder.
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To learn more, visit us at
www.americaninvestment.com,
call (413) 528-1216, ext. 3119
or email us at aisinfo@americaninvestment.com.
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Our investment research process involves a feedback loop that combines
AIER’s objective academic rigor with real-world application. Our inputs
include our clients’ needs, capital markets data, and a competitive marketplace that fosters constant innovation.
Our high-yield Dow (HYD) investment strategy provides a good example of the practical benefits of this collaborative process. AIER and AIS
developed the HYD model strategy to accommodate the Institute’s
dual objectives of income and growth for its charitable giving
program. AIER sought a combination of consistent income
for trust beneficiaries and long-term capital appreciation
to fund its mission. Unlike other popular but simplistic
“Dogs of the Dow” methods, our HYD model is based
on an exhaustive review of the monthly prices, dividends, and capital changes for each of the stocks in the
Dow Jones Industrial Average beginning in 1962.
HYD has proven to be a successful large-cap
value strategy for income-oriented investors. For a
thorough discussion, we recommend AIER’s book,
How to Invest Wisely.
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Craig Richardson, associate professor of economics, Winston-Salem
State University
Margaret L. Greene, former senior vice president of the Foreign
Exchange and research departments at the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York
Lei Chen, associate professor of economics, Wuhan University in China
Lawrence White, professor of economics, George Mason University
Frank Ryan, associate professor of philosophy, Kent State University
William Ford, professor of finance, Middle Tennessee State University;
former president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
Eric Peck, brigadier general, Kansas State National Guard
Gregg Van Kipnis, former general partner of Tiedemann
Investment Group
Allan Murray, adjunct professor at Fordham University School
of Business
Lynndee Kemmet, researcher at Network Science Center at West Point

Contributors

James Turk, chairman, GoldMoney
Dave Nadig, head of research, Index Publications, LLC
Robert Miller, managing director, Miller-Mathis
William Mulligan, director, Griffen Mining
Eric Peck, brigadier general, Kansas State National Guard
Dominick Salvatore, professor of economics, Fordham University
Donald Chambers, professor of business and finance, Lafayette College
David Colander, professor of economics, Middlebury College
Gregg Van Kipnis, former general partner of Tiedemann
Investment Group

Guest Speakers

Arthur Carden, assistant professor of economics, Rhodes College
Ronnie Phillips, professor of economics, Colorado State University
Craig Richardson, associate professor of economics, Winston-Salem
State University
William Ford, professor of finance, Middle Tennessee State University;
former president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
Frank Ryan, associate professor of philosophy, Kent State University
Lawrence White, professor of economics, George Mason University

Visiting Research Fellows

Throughout the year, distinguished academics, financial specialists, and
other movers and shakers help AIER fulfill its mission. They add breadth
to our flagship publications, Research Reports and Economic Bulletin. They
enrich the experience of graduate students who come here for our Summer
Fellowship Program. And they provide critical perspectives to our lectures
and workshops.
In 2011, a long list of talented professionals worked with our full-time
staff to present AIER’s distinctive brand of accessible economic analysis.

A Network of Experts

Thanks for a fantastic year!

Campbell Bridges,
director of technology
Steven R. Cunningham,
acting president and director of
research and education
Kelly Fox,
member services manager
Bruce Gore,
facilities manager
Gretchen Hayn,
executive assistant
Shelly X. Liang,
research fellow
Cathy Marchand,
member services representative
David Michaels,
comptroller and chief
financial officer
Zinnia Mukherjee,
research fellow
Laurie Pshenishny,
assistant comptroller
Gail Roger,
director of human resources
Declan Sheehy,
director of development
and outreach
Marcia Stamell,
creative director and editor
Jonathan Sylbert,
director of marketing
and communications
Eric Taylor,
graphic designer and web
content manager
Sarah Todd,
editor
Walker Todd,
research fellow
Polina Vlasenko,
research fellow
Samantha Woodson,
librarian
Julie Ni Zhu,
research analyst

AIER Staff
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